
 
Tropical Moroccan Quilt Tile: 

      Learn to Make a Mosaic Quilt 
 
 

                   Supply List 
        
    
Skill Level:  Beginner/Intermediate    
Design Details:  Hand Cutting & New Direct Placement Technique 
Finished Size:  12” x 12”  
  

Bring the art of Ancient & Modern tile making to your quilting. Use color, symmetry and interweaving shapes to 
create your own unique quilt tile design. Learn about making Moroccan mosaic designs of your own. Heidi will 
discuss both traditional and innovative design and cutting techniques and she'll show you how to do her NEW 
direct placement technique for putting the mosaic design together without the need for a light box or fabric 
marking tools. Using a supplied kit, you will be hand cutting your mosaic fabric pieces, puzzling together your 
own beautiful 12" x 12" Moroccan Mosaic quilt tile. Plus, Heidi will share her tips for successfully quilting and 
finishing your quilt tile. 

Kit Includes:  Color placement guide, Template, Foundation materials, Pre-fused batik fabric pieces, Top 
Thread, Batting, Backing and binding fabrics. 
 

Teacher Supplies: Pressing cloths, Quilt spray and/or Adhesive, Water bottles for spritzing design, and any 
additional required handouts necessary. 

Required Supplies:  Please bring the following items to class.  
 

 Notebook, pen/pencil for notetaking 
 Karen Kay Buckley’s Perfect Curved Scissors (Red) for cutting curved edges of mosaic pieces 
 Karen Kay Buckley’s 4” Perfect Scissors (Green) perfect for cutting straight edges of mosaic pieces  
 Precision Fine Tip Tweezers (I sell these in my shop at www.HeidiProffetty.com/shop) 
 Elmer’s washable glue stick 
 1 Large gallon freezer baggie for project 
 Small paper trash bag 

 
Note:  This is a small and detailed quilt design. We will be doing a lot of precision placement of small cut fabric 
pieces therefore it is important to have a good pair of precision fine tip tweezers and for the best results when 
cutting mosaic fabric pieces, I highly recommend Karen Kay Buckley’s two specific scissor types noted under 
Required Supplies List for this project. Bring your glasses if necessary. 
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